
Annexure/Section No. Clause No. Query AIESL Remarks

1 Technical Specification Q series Chipset not mentioned Any number in Q series

2 Technical Specification 23th Generation not fall in MAKE IN India Category. 23rd generation typographical error. No Change

Technical Specification OS Certificate From OEM required (Yes, No) OS certificate from OEM required.

3 Section 11

Clause 17,

Page No 30

and

Clause No.2 Page#27

The Bidder/OEM should have experience of having “Successfully Completed” TWO

“Purchase Orders” (for supply of minimum 250 (two hundred fifty) AIOs in each PO

during last three FYs ending 31st March,2023.

2.Request to you kindly change the clause as “The bidder should have experience of

having “Successfully Completed” TWO “Purchase Orders” (for supply of minimum 250

(two hundred fifty) PCs/AIOs/same or similar product in each PO during last three FYs

ending 31st March,2023.” Instead of existing ‘ The bidder should have experience of

having “Successfully Completed” TWO “Purchase Orders” (for supply of minimum

250(two hundred fifty) AIOs in each PO during last three FYs ending 31st March,2023.

3.This limits bidders as not all the interested bidders might have supplied to Govt./PSUs

before.Please allow successfully executed orders of multinational Org, Corporate

Houses etc. so it enables more bidders to participate.

The Clauses will now be read as under:

The Bidder should have experience of having “Successfully supplied” TWO

“Purchase Orders” to PSUs/Govt.deptt/

Corportaes/Companies for minimum 250 (two hundred fifty) AIOs/Desktops

in each PO during last three FYs ending 31st March,2023.

4 9

Technical specification of

AIO –Hard Disk - 512gb

nvme SSD

We do not have MII complied 512 GB nvme ssd for AIO, we request you to kindly make

it 1 TB Nvme ssd. So that everyone have equal opportunity to participate .Also

Windows 11 Professional acquires around 256 GB+ space when running in full. hence

1TB option will give more space in storage for users 2.Request to you kindly amend the

1TB SSD PCI NVMe instead of 512 GB PCI NVMe SSD to qualify for MII

product/compliance.

No Change

5 9

Technical specification of

AIO – Compliance

/Certification – MIL 810 H

or higher

1.Please remove this certification as it is favoring one specific OEM and only single OEM

shall qualify in current scenario with MII compliance. Hence please remove it for equal

opportunity for everyone

2.MIL STD 810 H or higher / As per the Specification mentioned In the tender is of

general AIO not Military Grade Equipment, and Military Grade Equipment has totally

different specs, there is no need for this certification, instead BIS/Rohs should be asked.

3. Request to you kindly remove the MIL STD 810 H certification which is OEM specific

due to this only single OEM will qualify.

No Change.

AIESL’s operational requirement.

BEE or Energy Star

for the quoted model

Technical Specification

Clause 22,Pg21
BEE or Energy Star for the quoted model / We have applied the Certification and

certification is in process we can submit the document before the delivery of goods. No Change



6 EPEAT India certified
Technical Specification

Clause 22

EPEAT India certified / According to DPIIT in Consultation with Department of

Expenditure and GEM has Identified “Common Examples

of restrictive and Discriminatory conditions against the local suppliers” and other

conditions which make the bid non-compliant to PPP-MII” enclosed here as an attached

Letter (Memorandum No P-45014/33/2021-BE-II (E- 64737).

EPEAT India not required

7
GEM document, Clause No.: 5-

Preference to MII

Only Class-I and Class-II

Local suppliers as per MII

order dated 4.6.2020 will

be eligible to bid. Non -

Local suppliers as per MII

order dated 04.06.2020 are

not eligible to participate.

Most of the reputed OEM's do not have a MMI AIO desktops. Hence, this clause

enables only few selected brands to qualify to bid in this tender. Please exempt the MII

clause so all major OEMs could participate

No Change

8

Technical

Specification for All

in One PC

26 (III),

Page# 23

The Tenderer should provide the complete details of softwares and utilities that would

be provided along with the PC. Please specify which softwares and utilities are required

by you along with the PC.

Bidder has to provide the Complete details of software and utilities being

provided with their proposed model.

C. Techno-

commercial Bid

Form

8 , Page#

27

Agrees to hold the rates for ONE YEAR from the date of award of the Contract/PO. This

requires consent of OEM. Hence, request to make this clause applicable to OEMs also,

by making them liable to hold the rates for ONE Year from the date of award of the

Contract / PO and they need to confirm in their MAF.

No change

12. Specific Terms

and Cnditions

applicable to this

tender No

AIESL/IT/EUDs/662

2, Page# 32

Quantity: The tendered quantities are 800 (Eight hundred) for which the bidders are

advised to quote their best their rates. However, the quantities can vary from 720 to

880 nos. during the contractual period. The quoted rates should remain valid for the

qtys. for a period of ONE YEAR from the award of the PO to the successful bidder. This

requires consent of OEM. Hence, request to make this clause applicable to OEMs also,

by making them liable to hold the rates for ONE Year from the date of award of the

Contract / PO and they need to confirm in their MAF

No Change



9
7. Other Terms and

Conditions

7.3

(Payment

Terms),

Page# 14

Payment Terms All payments to the successful Bidder by AIESL for the goods supplied

by it shall be subject to the following compliances:

a. AIESL shall make every effort to examine and arrange payment of bills within 45 days

of receipt of the invoices with all the relevant original supporting documents. However,

a delay in the settlement of payments shall not be accepted as a valid ground for

Supplier to delay consignments and/or make any request for advance payment. It is

clearly understood that storage charges incurred on account of delay in of

consignments on grounds of delay in payment of bills on the part of AIESL will have to

be borne by supplier. Request to reduce this period of 45 days to 30 days. The Payment

Terms does not provide any clarity on the payment milestone, whether it would be

paid 100% on Delivery or 100% after Installation.

Request you to clarify this point.

No Change.

Payment terms mentioned in the Buyer uploaded ATC document in GeM shall

prevail over the GeM Bid terms of Payment.

Please refer 12.Specific Terms and Conditions

(Pg no.32 ) of the ATC.

10 GeM Portal

Specification mentioned in Gem bid and ATC are different from each other, kindly

mention which one will be considered as final specification. kindly specify.... you have

specifically mentioned that all the AIO computers should be supplied with MS Office

(STD) 2021, whereas other office suite software are also available on Gem Platform,

mentioning specific product raising questions about the fairness and competitiveness of

the process. The bid document lacks transparency in terms of the selection criteria and

seems rationale behind choosing the specific product i.e. MS office Std 2021.

Specifications etc. mentioned in the Buyer uploaded ATC

document in GeM prevail over the GeM Bid.

No Change for MS office 2021.

11

Verbal Query in the pre-bid
Page No.23 of Buyer uploaded

ATC document in GeM.

Prospective Bidder should have OEM authorized service centres in all locations

where AIOs have to be distributed by bidder as per locations mentioned in the

tender.

OEM should have authorized service centres in all locations where AIOs have

to be distributed by bidder as per locations mentioned in the tender


